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About This Game

Assist vet Amy as she treats pets in her new pet clinic!
Test your vet skills in our newest time management game, Dr. Cares – Amy’s Pet Clinic!

In the second episode of Dr. Cares - Amy’s Pet Clinic, Amy has taken over her grandfather’s veterinary practice. However, her
grandfather’s left some big shoes to fill, and Amy quickly finds out that running her own clinic is harder than she thought. If

she’s going to save the animals, she’s going to need some help - and that’s where YOU come in!
- Be the best animal doctor and treat cuddly pets across 6 fun locations

- Diagnose and cure animals in 19 exciting mini games
- Prowl through 60 story levels and 30 challenge levels loaded with time management fun

- Upgrade your clinic to get access to the latest technology and medical instruments
- Make important story decisions and influence the course of Amy’s tale
- Earn all 20 trophies and make Arthur’s retirement party unforgettable

- Collect diamonds to rescue adorable puppies and kitties, and care for them in your animal shelter
- Take on daily challenges to earn extra diamonds to customize your shelter

- Relive Amy’s childhood and find out what made her who she is today

Amy’s trying to build up her reputation as Snuggford’s new pet doctor - but life has a knack for getting in the way. No sooner
has she started to settle in, than her childhood rival shows up in town, dragging her past into the present. But while Amy
struggles to deal with both her vet clinic and her past, disaster strikes! A mysterious epidemic spreads through the town,

threatening the lives of pets across Snuggford! Her best friends Crystal and Lisa offer their help, but Amy doggedly insists on
doing everything herself.

 Will Amy find a cure for the epidemic? Play Dr. Cares – Amy’s Pet Clinic and find out now!
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*Enjoy this pet rescue time management game brought to you by GameHouse Original Stories, the creators of the Delicious and
Heart's Medicine series!*
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My left hand is clicking, my right hand however..... Uninspired fetch quests, a gimmicky concept ("ooh, we're playing the game
out of order"), braindead battle difficulties, and immature characters. If you want to watch every anime ever made and play
every JRPG in existence, you might enjoy this. I am picky and did not.. It's hard to think of something creative or insightful to
say about this game. There aren't really any hidden depths; it's a game where you click and drag to kill things while avoiding
actual contact with them. What you see is what you get. Even for $5, it just doesn't seem as interesting as other free games I've
played. In just 20 minutes, I feel like I've already seen all the game has to offer. Some interesting achievements might have gone
a little further in expanding the concept, or maybe some more powerups and upgrades.

As it stands, it's just a little arcade game. Perhaps a good mindless game to unwind and abnegate with, but not great for extended
play sessions. The frustrating difficulty (not to mention the game taunting you if you play poorly enough) and lack of depth
make it get old fast.. I'm a sucker for Platform games and I love the style of this one...looks great and plays very well too!
Nicely done...!!!. If at first you don\u2019t succeed: Try, try, and try again.

I did.
I tried to play Sea Legends three times. And I still don\u2019t like it. I would have loved to like it, because there is so much to
like.

The story is somewhat ok \u2013 the standard hocus-pocus for HOGs: Shipwreck, abduction, rescue and whole lot of occult.
Actually just standard for HOG and therefore ok.

But it is an old game, and that is the problem. There are a big lot of really good and challenging hidden object scenes
(remember: the graphics are old \u2013 but you can find the items).
All in all, it could be an ok game, but I really, really, REALLY do miss a better hint button, than \u201cThere is nothing to do
here\u201d.

What?

Say what?

\u201cThere is nothing to do here?\u201d

Well. Thanks for nothing!

There is no map, and on your way through the game you forget the story and the places to do something.

Because: \u201cThere is nothing to do here\u201d

Not that there are so many places to go \u2026

I have tried to complete the game three times now, but never succeeded because I got bored and frustrated.

Sorry: It does have great deal of good HOS but the rest is not worth it.
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This is a good, simple and short game. Nice graphical style, nice sound design. I played it again recently and noticed that
controller support is much improved, so that the entire game is now playable with the controller.. you pick a dog, put clothes on
it, take a pucture and play one frisbee game... then start over.. boring. even my 4 yr old was like.... "why cant i feed or give dog
a bath? THIS ISNT MY DREAM DOG!". nice price for a great game seriously

you build a base and explore for unlock new recipes weapons and skills like a good rpg, the people say the gameplay of the
fights aren't so great but for me its really good

100 % recomended. A very enjoyable point & click game. I'm a big fan of the Cube Escape series, so I thought I would like
Rusty Lake, I was correct.

Very grim with many secrets. Totally recommended.. a bit annoying but a good looking game with a nice music. i love harley
she reminds me of my crazy little nieace i call her pooper haha. It was an alright game, but I didn't find myself enjoying it
much. The story felt lackluster, and I probably won't play through it again any time soon. Pick it up if you want a small, decent
platformer, but wait until there's a sale.. Yet another Dharker game

This one's pretty good as far as the genre goes, the genre being simple-ish short VNs. There's a ton of choices, plenty of routes, R18
patch available (if that's your thing) and it's well made as far as the background and character art goes.

The story isn't going to blow you away, but at least the setting is interesting.
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